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Principles of IxD
Introduction

What is Interaction Design?
To anticipate how the use of an application will mediate
human relationships and affect human understanding

Help people reach their goal(s)

Maximize the work done by the application with
minimum input from the user

Interaction Design is a good mix of several design
and non-design disciplines. It is encompassed under
a bigger umbrella of User Experience Design.





Principles
These underlying principles of Interaction Design–IxD
are fundamental to the design and implementation of
effective interfaces. 

They hold true for traditional user interface design, 
the Web, mobile devices, wearables or internet-connected
smart devices.

Fitts’s Law

Make it obvious

Let it be known

Minimize load

Do not confuse

Encourage user control

Use the known

Make it faster

Avoid mistakes

Look good, feel good
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Fitts’s Law

Time to acquire a target is a function of
the distance to and size of the target

Make the target closer and larger

Utilize every pixel – enlarge clickable area

Balance your interface, make it optimal

Minimize cursor movement – create logical groupings
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Make the target closer and larger

The call to action is close
and large enough to touch.

1/4



Utilize every pixel–enlarge clickable area

The clickable area is not 
just the text. Make a larger
clickable area around the
text to increase accuracy.

2/4



Balance your interface, make it optimal

Do we need a huge button?

Bigger is not always better.
Elements in the interface
should be coherent.

3/4



Minimize cursor movement– create logical groupings

Logical grouping of similar
interface elements makes
them easier to use.

4/4
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Make it Obvious

Do not test users’ intellect, make things
obvious and let the interface naturally lead
them to take the correct steps
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Affordance – intuitive implication

Learnability – keep the curve small

Readability – combined with legibility



Affordance – intuitive implication

Subtle lines implying the
Rule of Thirds naturally
lead users to accomplish
their goals.

Sensory characteristic
of camera icon implies
clicking a picture. 1/3



Learnability – keep the curve small

Can you figure out
how this app would work?

If the learning curve is
too high, the usability curve
would go down.

2/3



Readability – combined with legibility

Does the text make sense?

Basic typography do’s
and don’ts always hold true
and impact usability.

3/3
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Let it be Known
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Visible navigation – where can I go

Let the users know where they are
and what they are doing

System status – what is going on

Feedback – what just happened

Track user state – where was I



Visible navigation – where can I go

Navigation should be
clear to the user.

It is important to show
where the user is and
where the user can go
at all times.

1/4



System status – what is going on

If user has to wait while
the system performs
any task, let it be known.

2/4



Feedback – what just happened

Feedback is efficient
in every context.

Make users’ actions visible.

3/4



Track user state – where was I

Doesn’t it feel good if you
resume where you left off?

System should track users’
state and let it be known. 

4/4
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Minimize Load
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Minimize users’ memory load by anticipating
their needs and making relevant objects visible
or easily accessible

Recognition rather than recall

Anticipate users’ need

Invisible – make it accessible



Recognition rather than recall

It is easier for users
to select from options
rather than search
for them.

1/3



Anticipate user’s needs

Smartly sensing users’
needs and requirements
help captivate their
interest in the system.

2/3



Invisible – make it accessible

If the information is not
upfront, it should be
easily retrievable.

3/3
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Do not Confuse
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Set standards for users by practicing
overall consistency and continuity

Consistency – keep it throughout

Continuity – seamless experience

Inconsistency – make it different

Conventions – follow them



Conventions – follow them

Correct or incorrect? Correct.

Follow platform conventions.

Do not try to change user’s
habitual action.

Interpret learned gestures
in the standard way.

1/4



Consistency – keep it throughout

2/4



Continuity – seamless experience

3/4



Inconsistency – make it different

Which one is clickable?

Make it different only if
they behave different,
else keep it consistent.

4/4
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Encourage User Control
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Let the users control the system and make 
their own decisions but assist them
accomplish their task responsibly

Autonomy – but not without boundaries

Support – do not leave users stranded

Options – provide multiple ways



Autonomy – but not without boundaries

I control the list.

Make users feel they
are in charge but not at
the cost of the design.

It is better to come up
with an optimal solution.

1/3



Support – do not leave user stranded

Now that helps!

Do not let users feel
they are stuck, let them
know upfront about
ways to resume.

2/3



Options – provide multiple ways

That is convenient!

Provide users multiple
ways to access and control
the system.

3/3
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Use the Known
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Utilize what the users already know
and understand, to enable them manipulate
the system and grasp control

Human-interface objects

Metaphors – familiar with a twist

System and the real world



Human-interface objects

Human interface objects
familiar to users should
follow standards, in their
interaction and behavior.

1/3



Metaphors – familiar with a twist

Metaphors evoke the familiar
but it should add a new twist
and functionality which makes
it different in its context.

2/3



System and the real world

Use words, phrases, icons
and concepts familiar
to the users instead of
system-oriented terms.

3/3
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Make it Faster
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Increase system productivity by improving
users’ efficiency – make it flexible to cater
novice as well as expert

Personalization – let user customize

Productivity – users’ equals system’s

Cohesion – surface and system 



Personalization – let user customize

Let users customize based
on their needs and expertise.

1/3



Productivity – users’ equals system’s

Minimizing user input 
to perform tasks increases
users’ efficiency and 
system productivity.

2/3



Cohesion – surface and system 

A visually simple and clean 
screen gives an idea of
a simple underlying system.

The system should resonate
the same.

3/3
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Avoid Mistakes
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To err is human
Design should prevent error but if users
get error, help them recover easily

Prevention – careful design

Recovery – clear instructions

Protection – useful feedback



Prevention – careful design

A carefully designed interface
reduces chance of erroneous
actions by users.

1/3



Recovery – clear instructions

Help users recover from
an unwanted state
by providing clear and
concise instructions.

2/3



Protection – useful feedback

Protect users data by useful
feedback and checks before
completing critical tasks.

3/3
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Look good Feel good
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Make the aesthetics relevant, simple
and minimal, visually as well as textually

Revealing – make it progressive

Color – use it wisely

Minimal – elements and text

Simple – keep the necessary



Simple – keep the necessary

Keep it simple!

An interface should be
simple and easy to use,
look clean, and should not
have hidden complexities.

1/4



Revealing – make it progressive

2/4

Don’t overload users
with all the information
at once.

Instead use
progressive disclosure.



Color – use it wisely

3/4

Use colors wisely.

Colors focus the target
audience and creates
an effective interface.

They serve as an important
interactive element.



Minimal – elements and text

Keeping minimal text
and visual elements help 
create a clean look
and is easier for users
to comprehend.

4/4


